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Workpiece

Robot 1 Robot 2

UF♯1 UF♯1

Workpiece Workpiece

Painting system 
packages supporting 
a wide range of line 
con�gurations

Low cost
Reduce costs

Compact
Save space

Eco-friendly

Improve work 
environment and 
maintain clean 
equipment

High quality

Easily perform 
high-quality 
painting

Large
workpieces

Paint large 
workpieces

Automation of
manual painting

Easily automate 
manual paint lines

N
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High qualityCompact Automation of
manual painting Eco-friendly

P4
to
P5 Bumpers, grilles, spoilers, and other large 

plastic parts

Tilt table positioner for high-quality painting　
MOTOFEEDER TILT 

Automation of
manual painting

P7
Large plastic parts, home appliances, 
housing equipment, and more

High-ef�ciency production　
MOTOFEEDER SLIDE

P10
 to

P11

Functional software optimized for painting applications

Application Options 

Low cost

Yaskawa offers a diverse lineup of 
painting system packages to meet your 
speci�c needs. This lineup ranges from 
the MOTOFEEDER package optimized 
for painting small workpieces to painting 
systems for the inner and outer panels of 
automobiles and extra-large workpieces 
such as train carriages and construction 
equipment. 
We can propose a painting system package 
optimized for your workpiece size, installation 
space, and other speci�c requirements.
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P12
 to

P13

Paint Line Integrating System

Options

High qualityCompact Eco-friendly

P6
Home appliances, housing equipment, 
and more

Full use of the robot’s range of motion

MOTOFEEDER II

P8
Large plastic parts, motorcycle exteriors, boat 
exteriors, and more

Available for installation in Stop & Go conveyors

Explosion-proof MOTOPOS 
(with/without tilted axis)

P14
 to

P15

Realizing i³-Mechatronics with

YASKAWA Cockpit

P7
Small plastic parts, home appliances, and more

Easily converts manual painting to robotic operations

MOTOFEEDER SPIN

P9
Buses, train carriages, construction equipment, 
machine tools, and more

Available for buses, trains, and other extra-large workpieces

Extra-large Workpiece Painting System

Large
workpieces

Compact Low cost Automation of
manual painting Compact Low cost Automation of

manual painting
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Parallel link operation/Conventional MOTOFEEDER TILT

Smaller
radius of
rotation

Required
booth
width

Turn

Tilt

Rotate

MOTOFEEDER TILT Structure

Bumpers, grilles, spoilers, and other 
large plastic parts

Target workpieces

A long arm with a table pitch of 2600 mm enables high-ef�ciency 

automation of painting for large and complex workpieces. An 

independent tilted axis added to each table can build higher quality 

and cleaner paint lines with faster workpiece transfer and reduced 

paint splashing.

MOTOFEEDER TILT

High qualityCompact Automation of
manual painting Eco-friendly

High-quality painting package easily automates 
painting of large, complex workpieces

The orientation can be freely 

controlled during workpiece transfer. 

Tilting enables a smaller radius of 

rotation for reducing the centrifugal 

force and allowing higher speeds. 

The smaller radius of rotation 

enables a more compact booth 

design for reducing the initial costs 

and running costs of the booth.

Positions workpieces to the optimum orientation for robots to paint using rotation-
axis and tilted-axis operations
Arms with rotation and tilted axes can place workpieces to the optimum orientation for painting. 
All axes can be controlled independently to change the orientation of workpieces during transfer as well 
as painting. This feature can be used to build a compact booth.

Features

■  Controlling the orientation during transfer (arm rotation) for a more 
compact design with faster operation

Worktable
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Exhaust duct

Painting while 
constantly facing 
the exhaust duct

Power shutoff 
during painting

Unloading side

Continuous transfer lines/Conventional

Package cell lines/MOTOFEEDER TILT

Less space

Single-line system

System divided into separate painting processes
Combined as 

needed for 
�exible 

production

■ High-quality painting that keeps the booth clean

■ Safety and orientation control on unloading side

In contrast to conventional 

continuous transfer lines,  

the package cell line enables 

painting in a smaller booth area 

for lower initial costs and running 

costs.

Single-line systems that perform 

painting from primer to clear coating 

in a single cell and systems divided 

into separate painting processes 

can be combined as needed, 

enabling �exible production to 

match your volume.

■  Compact, flexible 
equipment

The workpiece is rotated and tilted 

to enable high-quality painting even 

for complex workpieces. Painting 

while constantly facing the exhaust 

duct reduces dirt on the booth and 

robot itself.

Safety on the workpiece unloading 

side can be assured by shutting off 

the power to the arm turning axis, 

as well as to the table rotation axis 

and tilted axis on the unloading 

side during painting. The unloading-

side workpiece can also be tilted 

to make it easier for the operator to 

handle.
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1400 mm

1600 mm

1800 mm

1200 mm

MOTOFEEDER II

Low costCompact Automation of
manual painting

Double-spindle unit available
An optional double-spindle unit can be installed for even higher productivity during continuous rotation.

▼  
Wall-mounted installation

▼  

Standard installation

MOTOFEEDER II

Features

Our product lineup includes table pitches of 1200, 1400, 1600, and 

1800 mm, allowing for even greater space savings.

■ Compact installation

Operation can switch between table indexing rotation and continuous 
rotation without changing any parts.

Note: 20-kg or 40-kg payload model is available depending on the size of workpieces.

■  Switchable between indexing rotation and 
continuous rotation

Home appliances, housing equipment, 
and more

Target workpieces

Turn

Rotate

Lightweight, compact robots can be installed on the workpiece 

feeder MOTOFEEDER II to utilize the robot’s full range of motion 

and enable painting over a wide range.

Full use of the robot’s range of motion for painting over 
a wide range within a compact cell
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Small plastic parts, home appliances, 
and more

Large plastic parts, home appliances, 
housing equipment, and more

Target workpieces

Target workpieces

MOTOFEEDER SPIN

MOTOFEEDER SLIDE

Low costCompact Automation of
manual painting

Low cost Automation of
manual painting

Paint booth

Safety fence

MOTOFEEDER SLIDE

MOTOFEEDER  SPIN

Paint booth

Safety fence

Each table can move independently to enable the transfer of 

smartphone cases, PCs, automobile door handles, and other small 

workpieces while preventing interference with equipment.

Small-part painting package reduces cell size and 
lowers initial installation costs

The right and left workpiece feeders are each controlled 

independently. A workpiece at one feeder can be transferred to the 

painting position or the paint waiting position while a workpiece 

at the other feeder is being painted. The mirror shift function, 

available as an application option, can also be used to easily 

switch right and left robot operation.

Even lower initial costs and shorter workpiece changing 
times for higher productivity
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Large plastic parts, motorcycle 
exteriors, boat exteriors, and more

Target workpieces

The MOTOPOS is a turntable with a rotation mechanism that can 

also be installed in Stop & Go conveyors. A tilt mechanism can also 

be added to optimize workpiece orientation. This makes robots 

more compact, reduces production takt times, and prevents paint 

splashing on equipment.

Explosion-proof MOTOPOS 
(with/without tilted axis)

High-quality painting by installing in the Stop & Go conveyor 
and optimizing the workpiece orientation for the robot

Stop & Go conveyor

Rotate

Rotate Tilt

Explosion-proof MOTOPOS

■ Painting complex workpieces

Robot external axis control enables rotation and tilting in coordination with 

painting operation. Even compact robots can handle complex workpieces 

such as automobile bumpers and motorcycle cowls.

Explosion-proof MOTOPOS

Features

High qualityCompact Eco-friendly
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Traverse track

Buses, train carriages, construction 
equipment, machine tools, and more

Target workpieces

Large
workpieces

Painting examples for train carriage

Move

Painting of the top surface and side upper section ▼ Painting of the side lower section▼

Turn

Features

A traverse track with an additional base turning mechanism 

maximizes the range of motion of a large robot. This system is 

available for painting of large workpieces such as construction 

equipment and train carriages.

Extra-large Workpiece Painting System

Optimized for large workpieces, such as buses and 
trains, with the use of a large robot’s full range of motion

■  Painting large workpieces without interference

Changing the orientation of a robot mounted on a traverse track increases 

its range of motion and prevents interference with workpieces. This makes it 

ideal for painting large and complex workpieces.
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Before 
movement

Job

After 
movement

Shift

New job

Before 
conversion

After 
conversion

Mirror shift

Job

Workpiece

Robot 1 Robot 2

UF♯1 UF♯1

Workpiece Workpiece

Functional software optimized for painting applications

Yaskawa provides a wide lineup of application options for painting 

applications for best matching your paint lines.

Application Options

If the position of the robot or worktable is shifted in parallel, this function can be 
used to move the job step by exactly the same amount for recreating the job.

・ Easy and accurate correction of position data eliminates the need for 
teaching correction
・Enables quick recovery of production line after a problem occurs

■ Parallel Shift Job Conversion Function

Moving jobs parallel and recreating jobs

・ Reduces the teaching operations when robots are laid out asymmetrically 
(Robot coordinate mirror shift conversion)

・ Reduces the teaching operations when robots are laid out symmetrically 
(Pulse mirror shift conversion)

・  Reduces the teaching operations when the hand is offset from the robot center 
(User coordinate mirror shift conversion)

This function converts job operations symmetrically. The mirror shift 
function includes pulse mirror shift conversion, robot coordinate mirror shift 
conversion, and user coordinate mirror shift conversion.

Symmetric reversal of jobs

■ Mirror Shift Function

・Reduces the teaching operations when workpieces with the same shape are on multiple worktables
・Reduces the teaching operations when workpieces with the same shape are painted by multiple robots

This function converts a standard job to a relative job (job consisting of XYZ direction positional data from a certain 
coordinate system origin) to enable copying of the job to multiple workpieces and multiple robots. Jobs can be copied 
not only to workpieces at different positions, but even workpieces with different orientations.

Copying jobs to multiple workpieces and multiple robots

■ Relative Job Shift Function

Copying a job to multiple workpieces Copying a job to multiple robots
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Tool A

Tool B

Shifting of 
control point

Even if a tool is changed, the 
shifting of the control point is 
automatically corrected for 
using the same job.

After change

Job

Before change

Taught 4 points

Automatic 
creation

Path automatically created 
from taught 4 points

1 1

4

5

8

9

12

13

2

3

6

7

10

11

14

1 to

4

4 1 to 14

2

3

Tool A

Tool B

1

Tool A

Tool B

Path taught by tool A

2

This function automatically creates a rectangular path from any four selected points that were taught.

・ Automatically creates rectangular paths for painting 
of �at surfaces
・Signi�cantly reduces teaching time

Automatic creation of rectangular path

■ 4 Point Teaching Function

After teaching by tool A, the undercoat is applied by tool A. The TCP function is used to apply the overcoat by tool B.

This function enables the taught path to be used with a different tool.
(TCP: Tool Center Point)

・Reduces time required for job creation

Using the same job with different tools

■ TCP Function

This function automatically corrects the position data when painting guns and other tools are changed. Shifting of 
control points due to tool changes can be accurately corrected.
(PMT: Position Modification for Tool deformation)

・Reduces teaching operations
In addition to automatic correction for shifting of control points, 

the tool data history is saved to enable easy returning to the 

original position data of the tool.

Automatic correction for shifting of robot control points

■ PMT Function
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Operation panel display examples

A system can be built that enables centralized control of the robot, booth, paint applicator and other 

peripheral devices for automation of painting processes. The statuses of devices connected to this system 

are all displayed on the operation panel and each device can be adjusted individually. This enables stable 

operation of the paint production line.

Interlock and input/output control (example)

Monitoring entire painting process 
control (example)

Monitoring paint applicator and peripheral device control (example) 

The above images are the property of ©DOOLIM-YASKAWA Co., Ltd.

Paint Line Integrating System

Monitoring painting paths and painting conditions (example)
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Note: Other options not listed here are also available.

The following options are available. Contact your Yaskawa representative for details.

Options

No Classi�cation Name Speci�cations

1 Conveyor 
Synchronization Conveyor speed detector E6B2-CWZ1X, 1000P/2000P [from OMRON Corp.].  

Recommended for use with metal couplings.

2 Conveyor pulse branch box For branching conveyor speed signal. Selectable from various 
branch boxes depending on the number of robots used.

3 Line receiver For branching conveyor speed signal [from YASKAWA CONTROLS] 

4 Line driver For branching conveyor speed signal [from YASKAWA CONTROLS] 

5 Workpiece detection function Photoelectric tube type and other

6 Workpiece type recognition function Workpiece type �ag reading method, ID tag reading method, other

7 Workpiece Feeder MOTOFEEDER TILT Table pitch (mm): 2600, with a servo driven tilt table 

8 MOTOFEEDER II Table pitch (mm): 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800. Double-spindle unit option available.

9 MOTOFEEDER SPIN I-shape, Y-shape, and X-shape available

10 MOTOFEEDER SLIDE Servo driven tilt table available  

11 Explosion-proof MOTOPOS (�xed type) Servo driven tilt table available  

12 Explosion-proof MOTOPOS (for Stop & Go conveyors) Servo driven tilt table available  

13 External-axis Unit with 
Pressurized Enclosure 
for Explosion Protection Single 

axis

PMU0004 0.4 kW

14 PMU0009 0.9 kW

15 PMU0037 3.7 kW

16

Two axis

PMU0904 0.9 kW，0.4 kW

17 PMU0909 0.9 kW，0.9 kW

18 PMU3704 3.7 kW，0.4 kW

19 PMU3737 3.7 kW，3.7 kW

20 Traverse Track Traverse track with pressurized enclosure for 
explosion protection Explosion-proof MOTOBASE

21 Wall-mount traverse track with pressurized 
enclosure for explosion protection Explosion-proof MOTOBASE, for wall-mounted MPX3500

22
Traverse track with pressurized enclosure 
for explosion protection and additional base 
turning function

Explosion-proof MOTOBASE, with an additional base turning 
function

23 Non-explosion-proof traverse track MOTOBASE for sealing and undercoating 

24 ON/OFF control robot positioner Supports stroke and stop-position commands (right/left and front/
back positioning supported). 

25 Robot manual transfer device To manually change robot location (Robot is in a �xed location during operation.) 

26 Program Input Device Key-in type program input device 2-digit digital switch/ten-key input, wall-mount/self-standing

27 Touch panel type program input device Touch panel input, wall-mount/self-standing

28 Workpiece Position 
Deviation Correction

Position deviation correction system 
(MotoSight BD) Vision system with three cameras 

29 Robot Protection Soil-resistant jacket (200℃ heat-resistant) Synthetic rubber tarpaulin [from FASCO JAPAN]

30 Soil-resistant jacket (simple cloth type) Carbon �ber woven fabric [from GUARDNER Corp.]

31 Paint Applicator Related Gun bracket Available from different manufacturers and for different models. 
Multiple-gun speci�cation and angle-changeable speci�cation available.

32 Gun bracket with a shear-pin mechanism Available from different manufacturers and for different models.  

33 Air control panel for paint applicator (robot 
controller direct connection type, MPXAP) 

Double-gun support is available. Discharge is controlled with 
analog signals (EtherNet/IP, DeviceNet).  

34 Air control panel for paint applicator (separate 
installation type)

Double-, triple- or multiple-gun support is available. Discharge is 
controlled with analog signals (various �eld networks supported).  

35 Mounting Base Floor-mount/ceiling-mount/wall-mount/shelf-
mount base

Available for different models with different heights. (Mounting bases 
for MOTOFEEDER TILT and MOTOFEEDER II are also available.)

36 Baseplate Available for different models.

37 Cable Signal cable for pressure switch Can be ordered for a speci�c length (same length as that of a 
power supply cable).

38 Robot Controller Controller cooler Can be installed on the robot controller.

39 Caster Can be installed on the robot controller.

40 Lighting inside the controller Can be installed inside the robot controller.

41 AC power supply for PC connection Can be installed inside the robot controller.

42 Of�ine Teaching MotoSim EG-VRC Dedicated simulator for MOTOMAN 

43 Process Control Paint line integrating system Based on customer speci�cations

44 YASKAWA Cockpit Based on customer speci�cations

 P4-5

 P6

 P7

 P7

 P8

 P8

 P9

   P12

  P14-15
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Cloud/FOG

MES
Manufacturing Execution System

ERP/SCM
Enterprise Resources Planning
Supply Chain Management

IT layer

FA layer

IoT・AI
Big Data Utilization /Analysis
Modelling/Learning

YASKAWA Cockpit 
（Software）

Feed
back

Feed
back

Send Data

Connected 
with data

Change to 
motion

Send Model

Edge

Connections with 
various equipment 
at production sites

Collection, storage, and 
analysis of real-time data 
from production sites

Data analysis 
at edge area

Connection with 
IT-layered host cloud 
core systems

CIM/PC Master PLC

Competing 
products

YASKAWA 
products

YCP Platform component

APP component

Complete automation of production sites, integrate and analyze 
equipment data
Data from production sites that are automated by integrating components and processes 
is collected and stored in real time using YASKAWA Cockpit. This data is used for AI 
learning and big data analysis in cooperation with host systems. Production operations 
can be transformed by learning models and analysis results that are fed back to 
production sites.

■ YASKAWA Cockpit
・Collect, store, and analyze real-time data from production sites

・Establish connections with equipment other than YASKAWA products

・Freely customize and add optional functions depending on production sites

*: Abbreviation of YASKAWA Cockpit
Note:  Functions of YASKAWA Cockpit include those that are under development. 

Contact your Yaskawa representative for more details.

■ Concept of i³-Mechatronics
The word “mechatronics” was �rst coined by an engineer at Yaskawa Electric in 1969. This word 

consists of the term “mechanism”, which is short for mechanical engineering, and “electronics”, 
which encompasses the idea of electrical engineering. Our passion for automation is built in to this 

word.  

Yaskawa added three “i”s (integrated, intelligent, and innovative) to the word, “mechatronics” to help 

identify solutions to business challenges right at the customers’ production sites by incorporating the 

use of data in mechatronics products.

Production

Realizing i³-Mechatronics with

YASKAWA Cockpit

I tem Function

APP component
Application software to add functions to YASKAWA Cockpit. 
Functions can be selected from Yaskawa’s lineup or developed 
and added by customers. APPs will be developed sequentially.

YCP* Platform component Basic software for YASKAWA Cockpit
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Speed reducer

0
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40

50

S L U R B T

Amplifier IGBT 
R1:T axis

Amplifier IGBT 
R1:B axis

Amplifier IGBT R1:L axis

Amplifier IGBT 
R1:S axis

Amplifier IGBT 
R1:R axis

Normal

Normal
Abnormal

Inspection

Normal

Amplifier IGBT 
R1:U axis

Normal

YASKAWA Cockpit

Machine controller

Production site

Robot controller

Servo drive AC drive Industrial robot 

Maintenance con�guration

New

(Application) Vibration analysis
Deteriorating 
equipment, backlash

Logging �leMachine 
controller

YASKAWA Cockpit

Improve precision analysis by 
accurately setting times for 
multiple logging data

Logging data♯1

Logging data♯2

Logging data♯3

Logging data (image)
No. Data/Time MW0000 MW0001 GW0000Data/Time(Minimum0.01μs)
0 15544 1 49992yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.12345600yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss

1 15545 2 49992yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.12345700yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss

2 15546 3 49993yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.12345800yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss

3 15547 4 49994yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.12345900yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss

The data logging function of the 
MP series machine controllers 
has a time stamp feature that 
can identify the control data of 
equipment in μs units to track 
operational status and causes 
of abnormalities.

Failure prediction of robot speed reducers
Predicts wear and tear on speed reducers using robot operation data. Sudden shutdowns can be 
prevented by predicting the failure time for each speed reducer.

Maintenance

Quality Predict causes of machine defects by analyzing equipment 
operational data
Traditionally, a substantial amount of time was required to identify and verify the causes 
of defects in products found during the inspection process. These factors can now be 
assessed with the performance of a correlation analysis using manufacturing data and 
product defect data to quickly identify the cause of defects and �nd solutions.

Analysis of abnormal status of facility and equipment
Collect real-time data on facility and equipment to analyze abnormal status. 
Abnormalities can be detected and maintained in advance to prevent decrease in 
operational performance or breakage. This prevents facility and equipment from a 
sudden shutdown.

Σ-7 series AC drives can 
monitor sensing data, such 
as vibration, disturbance, 
positioning, quality of 
communications, and 
temperature. Data related to 
signs of potential breakdowns, 
such as changes in equipment 
by age and environment will be 
detected in real time.

YASKAWA 
Cockpit

Machine 
controller/

servo

YASKAWA 
Cockpit

Robot 
optimized for 

painting
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In the event that the end user of this product is to be the military and said product is to 
be employed in any weapons systems or the manufacture thereof, the export will fall 
under the relevant regulations as stipulated in the Foreign Exchange and Foreign 
Trade Regulations. Therefore, be sure to follow all procedures and submit all relevant 
documentation according to any and all rules, regulations and laws that may apply.

Speci�cations are subject to change without notice for ongoing product modi�cations 
and improvements.
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